Please find notes from P.C. Meeting  1.8.11

Attending: Fitzhugh, Longworth, Boniface, 
Prat, Potter, Hawkins, Herlihy, Canning, Atkins

Minutes- Approved (proposed Prat, 2nd Canning)

Accounts for payment- Potter proposed cheques should be paid, 2nd by Prat.

Braunston Festival- Request for additional funding agreed proposed Prat, 2nd Potter

Jetty field- Minutes of two meetings have been sent out but Pat mentioned: 
That they had completed the award of the Gallie Prize
That some further allotments had become available, including one in a residents garden and that they would be allocated soon.
Village weekend: hold up in funding due to planning consent but they have been working hard to get the field in good condition. It was agreed that all agreements, licences and permissions must be in place 2 weeks before the festival.
Janet to liaise with Steve to see what exactly is required- Conditions will be imposed such as only plastic glasses. £200 contribution to Jetty Field to ready field. Must have regard to Bye Laws: no music after 7pm. Mowing of field- suggested that field is cut and baled rather than topped- and that Matthew Harrison be approached in this regard.

Playgroup Board
Board to be fixed to wall extending no further than the canopy- Cummins will be carrying out the painting- Steve to write a letter outlining requirements and seeking agreement upon his return.

Road Markings- Sally Anne mentioned worn out road markings had led to several road rage incidents concerning near accidents and the right of way.
Tina felt that Street Doctor was a complete waste of time
Janet felt that we should approach the portfolio holder and let him know the scheme is not working, Tina will give dates when she contacted
Steve to make reference to his requests by email and lack of response thereof.

Village maintenance
- Lamps out- 1c & no 45 on school close
- Path at top of Ashby Road- nettles need cutting back
- Cemetery hedge needs attention
- Dog bin outside of playing fields has no lid and has rotted, Janet suggests the new bin should be located on the village side so that people can see it.
• Request for a litter bin on Nibbets Lane—at the top on existing pole. Steve to write a letter to Bakers & Burgesses to seek permission, all agreed that this should go ahead if permission is forthcoming
• Steve to write letter to D.C. concerning low branches on lime trees at the bottom of Spinney Hill on the Bragborough side and also outside of 16 Ashby Road on the left hand side

Janet left the meeting

Planning
• DA/2011/0535-John Potter declared an interest.
  After discussion concern was expressed with regard to the following:

  1. Height and size of the proposed dwelling-
  2. Location near the skyline and its impact on the views from the village
  3. Fact that it may set a precedent.
  4. Not really an extension to Home Farm but annex—new building
  5. Access to the house from the A45 would be dangerous—therefore access would have to be up the bridle path.
   no right of access for motor vehicles over bridle paths